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Kickstarter Azure  
Virtual Desktop 
The Azure Virtual Desktop Kickstarter 
quickly enables cloud-based 
desktops and applications that are 
directly consumable within your 
organization.
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What’s Microsoft Azure 
Virtual Desktop
Azure Virtual Desktop (AVD) is a comprehensive desktop and app 
virtualization service running in the cloud. AVD delivers multi-session 
Windows 10/11, optimizations for Office 365 ProPlus, and support for 
Remote Desktop Services (RDS) environments. Deploy and scale your 
Windows desktops and apps on Azure in minutes and get built-in 
security and compliance features.

When Microsoft Azure Virtual Desktop is evaluated within your 
enterprise, the time is limited and without the experience in this area 
it is a challenge to deploy desktops and applications first time right. 
Adopting new cloud technology could be time consuming with the 
risk of losing focus on the success criteria defined by the business. 
The Azure Virtual Desktop Kickstarter quickly enables cloud-based 
desktops and applications that are directly consumable within your 
organization.

Your partner to start using Azure 
Virtual Desktop
As a specialist in the area of End User Computing Orange 
Business has developed a comprehensive toolkit and best 
practices for Azure Virtual Desktop deployments.  
By using this service, you can evaluate AVD faster and ensure 
that end-users have a great experience the first time they use 
their new Azure Virtual Desktop.

Ensure that end-users have a 
great experience the first time 
they use their new Azure 
Virtual Desktop
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What is in the AVD kickstarter?

Basic € 5.000,-
    Introduction of Azure Virtual Desktop and concepts
    Scope and expectations of the kickstarter
    Azure environment review and preparations
    Create Azure resources for AVD kickstarter components
    Link your Active Directory to Azure Active Directory with AD Connect
    Create AVD account and user groups
    Establish an Azure Virtual Desktop Tenant in Azure
    Deploy a Host Pool showcasing Windows 10/11 multi-session O365 non-

      persistent desktops
    Deploy a Host Pool showcasing Remote application functionality

Advanced € 8000,- 
All of basic including:

    Create an Azure Files share for roaming user profile storage
    Integrate FSLogix profile container for persistent desktops
    Deploy a Host Pool showcasing Windows 10/11 O365 

      persistent desktops
    Demonstrate diagnostics and monitoring activities



The Kickstarter contains
    5 days Professional services for Basic & 8 days Professional 

      services for Advanced 
    Optional: Microsoft Azure subscription

 

Why Microsoft Azure Virtual Desktop?
    Pay per use 
    Scalable and flexible
    Secure by design
    Available worldwide
    Accessible anywhere from any device
    Optimized for Office 365 ProPlus

 

What is in the AVD kickstarter?

Orange Business Services B.V. 

Radarweg 60
1043 NT Amsterdam

tel: +31 88 594 9000

Why Orange Business? 
    Official Microsoft Gold Partner
    We eat, sleep and breath End User Computing
    Experts in Microsoft technology
    Development of own Tooling


